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Abstract 
 
To understand how instruction influences L2 learners to attend to academic words during writing, it is useful 
to look at evaluation practices, instructional approach and learner ability over time. This paper explores the 
relationship between academic word use and holistic scores of L2 learners’ essays, investigates L2 learners’ 
ability to use vocabulary following instruction, and also compares lexical richness of L1 and L2 academic 
writings. The multilevel data collection techniques – teacher evaluation of L1 and L2 writings, classroom 
interactions, excerpts from actual L1 and L2 writings and teacher reflections – provide a holistic view of L2 
learners’ ability to learn words following instruction and use them like their L1 peers. Using a sample of 387 
essays from 129 students, the analysis revealed that while there was no relationship between academic word 
use and holistic scores, not only teachers award higher grades to essays with a higher percentage of academic 
words, but L2 learners can also be taught to use academic vocabulary in their writings over time.  
 

  
1 Introduction 
 

Second Language (L2) learners in the beginning years have difficulties with their writings, de-
spite being exposed to the same lesson, text and level of interaction due to insufficient vocabulary. 
A number of L2 studies (e.g. Leki & Carson, 1994; Raimes, 1985; Uzawa & Cummings, 1989) 
have indicated that lack of vocabulary is what makes writing in a foreign language difficult, and 
that vocabulary proficiency is probably the best indicator of overall text quality (e.g. Astika, 1993; 
Santos, 1988). Meanwhile, Duin and Graves’s (1987) study revealed that explicit vocabulary in-
struction can result in greater use of contextually appropriate words during writing. On the other 
hand, language instructors have also tried to help learners expand their vocabulary knowledge 
quickly and effectively through various means such as books and software but as stated by Liu 
(2008), “there has been relatively few proposals on how best to systematically approach the teach-
ing and learning of vocabulary for specific L2 learners” (p. 129). Incidentally, Laufer’s (1994) and 
Nadarajan’s (2009) studies that looked at vocabulary learning in the classroom context discovered 
that university students generally show progress in writing ability by increasing the amount of 
Raimes’ academic vocabulary in their academic writings. In terms of analysis, Engber (1995) 
showed that counting the number of error-free content words in L2 writings often gave a strong 
correlation (.57) with teachers’ ratings. Incidentally, Engber’s (1995) study paved the way for 
subsequent vocabulary studies to employ objective measures to assess overall text quality. The 
current study will also employ objective measures to: a) determine the relationship between lexical 
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richness and holistic scores of academic writing, b) investigate how instruction facilitates aca-
demic word use in L2 English compositions, and c) compare lexical richness in L1 and L2 stu-
dents writing to demonstrate language development. 
 
2  Literature review 

 
One way of assessing the written production of learners is by calculating the various statistics 

that reflect their use of vocabulary (Read, 2000). A number of studies have looked at lexical rich-
ness in learners’ written text and shown that specific levels of word knowledge relate well to the 
overall quality of the text (e.g. Jarvis, 2002; Lemmouh, 2008; Read, 2000). The task and topic are 
also seen as having an effect on the level of vocabulary used (Read, 2000, Arnaud, 1992). In terms 
of assessment tools, L2 vocabulary testing researchers have often found the Lexical Frequency 
Profile (LFP1) measure to be capable of discriminating between proficiency levels. Presently, the 
LFP is also widely accepted as a good predictor of overall text quality and the closest to a standard 
analysis of lexical richness (Lemmouh, 2008). Li (1997) looked at the extent to which lexical 
richness in EFL learners’ compositions as measured by the LFP is related to teacher raters’ holistic 
ratings and discovered that both teacher ratings and the LFP analysis were able to discriminate 
between the best and weakest essays adequately but less able to discriminate between average text 
of similar nature. However, Morris and Cobb’s (2003) study which examined LFP as a predictor 
of academic performance among TESL Trainees with different backgrounds and found the corre-
lation too low to warrant the use of LFP as the only assessment measure. Muncie (2002) who used 
the LFP to look at lexical richness in three essays (a timed compositions and first and final drafts 
of at-home essays) of 30 Japanese English learners enrolled in a process based writing course 
found that the results for the at-home essays differed from timed compositions in terms of gram-
matical and lexical richness but it was still a valid predictor of good and weak essays. 

 
2.1 Academic vocabulary  
 

Academic vocabulary is a kind of high frequency vocabulary common to a wide range of aca-
demic texts and considered useful for learners studying English for academic purposes. In the 
words of Nation (2001) “any time spent learning it is time well spent” (p. 196). The current as-
sumptions in L2 vocabulary research being that when learners know around 4,000 word families in 
academic texts, they will know approximately 19 out of every 20 words in the texts (95%). This 
knowledge will enable L2 readers to adequately comprehend text and infer meanings of unfamiliar 
words. Given the importance of academic vocabulary in L2 academic reading (Coxhead, 2000; 
Nation & Coxhead, 2001), it is suggested that L2 learners at the university level be introduced to 
academic vocabulary as soon as they are familiar with the most frequent 2,000 general service 
words in English (Kim, 2006; Laufer, 2005; Nation, 2001). It is also expected that when proper 
nouns and technical vocabulary are added to L2 learners existing vocabulary stock of 2,570 word 
families, the requisite 95% text coverage will be achieved (Nation, 2001, p. 197). Since academic 
vocabulary is useful in speaking and writing as well as an important component of academic suc-
cess (Nation, 2001), learners must also be given ample opportunity to use it in a meaning focused 
output activities and one suggestion for enabling learners to notice and attend to these words 
would be through systematic vocabulary instruction. 
 
2.2 Systematic vocabulary instruction  
 

For L1 speakers, knowledge of academic vocabulary is a sign of being involved in academic 
study of various kinds and an essential part of their language experiences. For L2 learners who 
lack this experience, direct learning of academic vocabulary is encouraged. Nevertheless, several 
writers (Cowan, 1974; Higgins, 1966) consider that it may not be the English teacher’s job to teach 
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technical vocabulary and this may have some effect on instructional practices. Strevens (1973) 
points out that learners who know the scientific field would have little difficulty with technical 
words, but the teacher who lacks the scientific knowledge may have greater problems explaining 
the word. This could partly explain language teachers’ general reluctance to focus on vocabulary 
as part of their regular classroom practice. Flowerdew (1992) stated that given that definitions in 
science lectures occur systematically and lectures are often organized around definition of key 
terms in the topic area, English teachers may be at a disadvantage when it comes to dealing with 
academic vocabulary. In other words, teacher apprehension could be a contributing factor when it 
comes to learners’ vocabulary development at the initial level. Nevertheless, Visser (1989) devised 
a rule based instructional activity which combines both reading and vocabulary study to help 
learners understand words in pairs or in groups with one person taking responsibility for each 
column as indicated below 

 
 
Consistent /ken′sistƏӘnt/ adjective 
 
Someone who is consistent always behaves 
in the same way, has the same attitudes 
towards people or things, or achieves the 
same level of success in something. Becker 
has never been the most consistent of play-
ers anyway… his consistent support of free 
trade. 
 
Is there anyone you know who has consis-
tent good luck? 
 

 
Consistent /ken′sistƏӘnt/ adjective 
 
If one fact or idea is consistent with another, 
they do not contradict each other. This result 
is consistent with the findings of another 
study … New goals are not always consistent 
with the old ones. 
Tom found that studying vocabulary each 
night for 3 hours increased his vocabulary by 
over 40%. Is this consistent with your expe-
rience? 
 

 
What is the core 
meaning of this 
word? 

 
Fig. 1: Core meaning sample exercise (Taken from Viser, 1989; taken from Coxhead 2010, p. 9) 
 
It is assumed that by focusing attention on definitions in terms of meanings and rules in aca-

demic vocabulary of a wide range, learners and teachers can get the best return in the reading and 
writing class especially when time happens to be a factor. 

 
2.3 Holistic assessment and lexical quality  

 
L2 researchers (e.g. Engber, 1995; Linnarud, 1986) have found a relationship between lexical 

richness and overall text quality. Linnarud (1986) analyzed 54 compositions written by 42 Swed-
ish learners of English and L2 native speakers of English of the same age and found a significant 
moderate correlation (0.47) with composition grades and lexical individuality2. Engber (1995) 
found a moderate correlation of 0.57 between lexical variation and scores of overall text quality. 
Both findings went on to suggest that lexical richness in learners’ writings happens to be a moder-
ately good predictor of overall text quality. Meanwhile, Morris and Cobb (2003) examined LFP as 
a predictor of academic performance among 151 TESL trainees with different backgrounds and 
found a significant low correlation between proportion of academic words in informants’ texts and 
course grades. This correlation was seen as too low to warrant the use of LFP for L2 learners and it 
was necessary to include the instructors’ grades. The LFP has also been used to compare two writ-
ings of different proficiency levels (Muncie, 2002). Presently, the LFP measure is widely used for 
tracking the changes in learners academic word use at different stages of the writing process (Lau-
fer & Nation, 1995; Lemmouh, 2008). The present study will also use the LFP to examine word 
and learner performance. 
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3  The study 
 

The study combines both internal and external learning features to investigate: a) the relation-
ship between academic word use and instructors’ holistic evaluations; b) vocabulary development 
following systematic vocabulary instruction; and c) word use of L1 and L2 writers and holistic 
grades. 

The research questions investigated in the study are as follows: 
1. What is the relationship between the scores in learners’ writings and academic vocabulary 

knowledge as measured by a discrete point vocabulary test? 
2. Does the lexical richness of L2 learners’ writings increase following vocabulary instruction? 
3. How do the compositions of L2 learners compare to those of L1 speakers of a similar age 

and educational level? 
 

3.1 The method  
 
The study was conducted among 129 L1 and L2 students taking English Composition class at 

an American university. The instructors were four L1 graduate students employed by the English 
Department. All the instructors had a degree in teaching languages and had taught English to L2 
and L1 students for a minimum of three years. The instructors were told to teach selected academic 
words through two approaches namely meaning based and rule based instruction. Three classes 
were identified as the control groups which had the meaning of selected academic words explained 
to them in context (A2-, B1-, and C12-), where (-) indicates the control groups. Three classes (A1+, 
B2+, and D12+), where (+) indicates the treatment groups, were categorized as the treatment in-
tervention groups which would have the rules of the words explained to them. The distribution of 
the instructors’ classes and groups are as indicated in Table 1. 

 
Group  Instructor 

Control Treatment 
  L1 L2  L1 L2 
A A2-  15 A1+ 27  
B B1- 23  B2+  19 
C C12- 7 15 -   
D -   D12+ 8 15 
Instructors= A, B, C, D  Control = -              Treatment = + 
L1 students = 
1 

L2 students = 
2 

 L1 + L2 students = 12 

 
Table 1: Group distribution 

 
Data Collection: A writing assessment methodology was used to retrieve 387 (129x3) online 

writing assignments at three separate stages. The first essay (E1) was collected in the third week, 
the second essay (E2) was collected in the sixth week and the final essay (E3) was collected in the 
tenth week. Each subject contributed three essay scores for the study. E1 was submitted just as the 
subjects had begun working on the treatment (2-3 weeks) and therefore the instruction was not 
seen as capable of affecting the subjects’ word use. All essays were downloaded from the online 
course website. 
 
3.2 Instruction  
 

Two types of instructional approaches were adopted for the study. The control groups were 
taught via meaning based instructional activities and the treatment groups were taught via rule 
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based instructional activities. Meaning based instruction included: a) writing activities, and b) lis-
tening and speaking activities. 
 
3.2.1  Meaning based instruction  
 

Continuous Writing: The teacher asks for four random words (not necessarily academic words) 
from the class and the words are then written on the board. The students use the words and write 
them continuously for ten minutes as indicated in sample (i) and (ii). 

 
Keywords 
Asian              Americans              minority               health 
 
(i) Student A: 
I plan to study the area where there are large populations of Asian Americans where they are visible 
and yet underrepresented. They have significant concerns regarding their health. 
   
(ii) Student B : 
The topic I propose is concerned [sic] with Asian minorities in the United States. I will focus on their 
health problems in the American system. I believe that Asian Americans should be attended to be-
cause they compose [sic] of a group of people who help the country in various areas. 

 
By getting selected learners to write, the instructor was able to integrate consciousness raising 

activities to determine whether the students knew the meaning of the words and were able to use 
them well. Then the instructor called on selected students to either write or read out their para-
graphs before the class while their peers commented on them. 

Elaboration: This approach was based on Hulstijn (2000) views that “… processing new lexi-
cal information more elaborately will lead to higher retention” (p. 270). This is also related to Ellis 
and He’s (1999) views that learners who are pushed to produce output achieve higher word levels 
due to the superior dialogic interaction.” Students were made to notice specific words and their 
various forms through discussions. 

 
tr: In society media has identified the ideal image, 

however…  
people should be accepted for who they are as 
a person  
and not how they are viewed. Now what is the 
ideal image? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
S1: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
The ideal image is that people should 
be who they are idealistic 

tr: but that is not really true…..? S2: 
 
S2: 
 
S1: 

No, it is only an image, an illusion that 
they should be accepted.                                       
that’s right we live in a world of make 
believe idealism 
S1:  the media tells us how we should 
be viewed and that is as individuals 
with rights. 

tr: Exactly    
    

Negotiations that center on lexical aspects of the language has been said to be beneficial for L2 
vocabulary acquisition (De la Fuente, 2003). L2 learners who did not know the various meanings 
benefit from listening in on the discussions of the L1 speakers and more fluent peers. 
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3.2.2  Rule based instruction 
  
The treatment groups were exposed to rule based instructional activities which take root from 

Long’s (1991, 1996) position on form focused form activities which state that while comprehensi-
ble input is necessary for acquisition, drawing learners’ attention to formal properties of problem-
atic linguistic feature can be important and useful for communication. In this study the instructor 
discussed the students’ drafts in groups as indicated below. 

 
tr: What kind of cultural movement will you focus 

on? 
 
 
S1: 
S2: 

 
 
Time difference 
Lost 

tr: What is your topic?  
What do you mean by “Lost”?  

 
 
S2: 

 
 
Culture is lost. 

tr: What do you think your topic will be?   
S2: 
S1:  

 
Lost as in the TV program. 
In movies you see people do not                                                                              
Understand. How cultural [sic] 
changes? When we are growing up it 
changes 

tr: All right… there is a difference between cul-
ture changes and cultural changes 

 
 
S3:  
 
S4:  

 
 
Yes… like popular culture … hip hop 
…to grow something and the culture 
changes 

tr: Cultivate. Yes, that too. So what is cultural 
changes? 

  
 
something about the culture 
development of the culture… like how 
we are growing up. Things change. 

tr:  I agree. Cultural is an adjective and culture 
can be both a noun and a verb. Try to write a 
couple of statements with these words. We’ll 
put them on the board. 

  

 
When a student was unsure about a word, the instructor intervened to explain by providing an 

alternative word meaning or through raising attention to a precise grammatical form. This ap-
proach is based on Doughty and William’s (1998) criteria for providing form focused instruction: 
a) the learner engagement with meaning occurs before attention to the linguistic code, b) analysis 
of the learner needs triggers the instructional treatment (Long & Robinson, 1998), and c) learners’ 
focal attention is drawn to form briefly and overtly. 

Feedback and Recast: This approach is based on Long, Inagaki and Ortega’s (1998) investiga-
tion that the link between oral feedback and recast play a facilitative element in L2 learning and 
has a positive effect on the learners’ acquisition process. The following situation is an example of 
pushed output in the rule based environment. 

 
tr: Now, there is a difference between estimate and estimation. You cannot say “… give me an 

estimation of the expenses … It is give me an estimate like … an approximate cost … how 
much would it cost ... an estimate of what it would cost. 

  S1: Yah,…. but I want to say estimation  
… I would like the estimation... 

tr: You want an approximate cost which is estimate, estimation would be like a judgment. 
  S1: In my estimation …. Not in my estimate 
 so, do you know the difference 
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  S2: Yes, to calculate approximately 
 Yes… now, which one is the verb?   
  S3: estimate is the verb and estimation is 

the noun. 
 Yes … but estimate can be a noun as well like “the final figure was twice the sum of                

the original estimate. 
  S1 & S2 Oh (smiling) 

 
Verspoor and Lowie (2003) explained that by understanding the core meaning, learners will 

acquire strategies for in-depth understanding of the word which can be applied to different con-
texts. 
 
3.3 Instrument  
 

The LFP was used to analyze the essays. When a word was clearly used incorrectly, the word 
was omitted since it could not be considered as part of the learner’s productive lexicon, but if it 
was used correctly but misspelled, the error was corrected and kept as suggested by the original 
researchers (Laufer & Nation, 1995, p. 315). Proper nouns were also deleted from the analysis. 

Scores: For the purpose of this question, scores rather than specific criteria or grades were used 
for the analysis. Nevertheless, the distributions of the holistic scores according to the grades are 
shown below: 

A = 99-90 (Excellent) B = 89-80 (Good)  C = 79-70 (Satisfactory)   
D = 69-50 (Poor)    E = 50 and below (Failure) 

 
4  Results 
 

In this section, the results of the present study will be outlined. The relationship between holis-
tic scores and academic words will be presented first, followed by vocabulary development over 
time and comparison of L1 and L2 students’ academic word use. The teachers’ reflection on learn-
ers’ vocabulary ability and views about the findings will be presented in the discussion. 
 
4.1 Relationship between academic word use and holistic scores of L2 writings  
 

To determine whether the average grades (scores) had an effect on subjects’ academic word 
use, the researcher examined two independent variables. The first was the percentage of academic 
word use as measured by the AWL section for E1, E2 and E3, and second was the average mean 
scores for the essays. The overall mean and standard deviations for L1 and L2 learners were as 
presented in Table 2. 

 
Status Essays Mean (%)ª SD N Scores SD 
 E 1 5.41 2.38 67   
L1 E 2 5.15 2.53 67 85.8 13.35 
 E 3 5.05 2.76 67   
 E 1 5.2 2.41 62   
L2 E 2 4.92 2.58 60 85.2 13.39 
 E 3 4.89 2.25 62   

ªAverage percentage of words from the Academic Word List found on each essay 
 

Table 2: AWL scores on the essays (E1, E2, and E3) and essay scores 
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There was a difference within the average percentage of AWL word use for all three essays for 
both L1 and L2 subjects. The academic words contributed to approximately five percent of the 
overall words found in L1 subjects’ essays (E1=5.4%, E2=5.1%, & E3=5%). As for the L2 sub-
jects, the percentage of academic words found in Essay 1 was approximately five percent 
(E1=5.2%) while the academic words in E2 and E3 were approximately 4.9%. The average scores 
for overall grades for L1 and L2 subjects were 85.8% and 85.2% respectively. These scores placed 
most L1 and L2 students in the B category. A Pearson Product Moment correlation was done for 
both L1 and L2 learners AWL scores on the essays (E1, E2, and E3) and the overall average essay 
scores assigned by the instructors to determine the relationship. The results indicated that AWL for 
third essay (E3) was significant for L1 subjects at r = .307. With the total variance expressed as a 
proportion equal to the coefficient of determination, r² = (.31)² = 0.094 and coefficient of 
non-determination, K² = (1-r²) = 1-0.094 = 0.906. This made it possible to suggest that approxi-
mately (0.094 x 100 = 9.4%) or almost 10% of the scores (grades) in the L1 subjects’ E3 were 
directly related to the academic words used by L1 writers. The 90% of the variance of the scores 
were related to additional variables that were not analyzed in the study such as lexical density, 
coherence, cohesion and meaningfulness. As for the L2 essays, there was no relationship between 
scores and academic words though there was a significant relationship between the various levels 
of AWL in E2 and E3. It was possible to deduce that the scores the instructors assigned to the es-
says for the L2 subjects were not influenced by L2 writers’ academic word use in this study. 
 
4.2  Vocabulary development following instruction 

 
To determine the differences between instructional approach and academic word use of L1 and 

L2 writers, a repeated measure analysis of variance was conducted for the AWL of E1, E2 and E3 
for all subjects. As the final essay involved a revision of one of the earlier essays, the alpha level 
for the analyses was set at 0.05 for test of significance. The level of academic word use (AWL) 
was statistically significant at F (1,123) = 1,152.238, p<0.001. The level of word use between con-
trol (meaning based) and treatment (rule based) groups were statistically significant at F (1,123) = 
7.259, p< 0.05. The two-way interaction between the groups and L1 and L2 subjects was also sta-
tistically significant at F (1,123) = 6.092, p< 0.05 as in Table 3. 

 
Source Type III Sum 

of Squares 
Df Mean Square F Sig. 

AWL 9,904.835 1 9,904.835 1,152.238 .000** 
Language 1.848 1 1.848 .215 .644 
Instructional 
group 

62.404 1 62.404 7.259 .008** 

Language + 
groupª  

52.369 1 52.369 6.092 .015* 

Error 1057.329 123 8.596     
* Significant effects are italicized in bold.   
ªTwo way interaction between instructional group and language group 

 
Table 3: Tests of between-subjects effects 

 
Since the analysis revealed a significant difference between the means of the language groups 

and instructional groups, an analysis for the within-subjects effects for both L1 and L2 learners 
and instructional groups was conducted. There was a significant effect for academic word use 
when compared with L1 and L2 performance and treatment types at F (1,123) = 38.084, p<0.05. In 
other words, there was a significant difference within the performance of the L1 and L2 learners 
when viewed from within the groups themselves. 
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Interaction Plot: It could be deduced from the interaction plot in Figure 2 that the two control 
and treatment groups were not very different for essay 1 (+5.25). However, with essays E2 and E3, 
the treatment (explicit) groups had superseded the control groups in terms of academic word use 
suggesting that rule based instruction can have an effect on the level of academic word use. 

 

 
Fig. 2: Interaction plot for groups by word use for E1, E2 and E3 

 
In terms of instructional groups and word use, Figure 1 indicated that the subjects in the treat-

ment groups had decreased their academic word use for the second essay (E2). The control groups 
had sharply reduced their word academic word use for E2 and E3. Given that the groups com-
prised both L1 and L2 writers, there was a need to analyze the performance of both L1 and L2 
writers. The analysis of L1 and L2 writers (Figures 3a & b) revealed that L2 subjects in the control 
groups had not increased their academic word use for E2, but increased their AWL for E3. Their 
word use was different from that of L1 writers in the study. 

 
 

Fig. 3a & 3b: Interaction plots for L1 and L2 subjects by essays 
 
The L2 learners in the treatment groups had increased their academic word use for E2 but re-

duced for E3. This was different from the performance of the L1 subjects in the treatment groups, 
who decreased their AWL scores for E2, but increased their scores for E3. The L2 subjects in the 
treatment groups behaved in a similar manner as the L1 subjects in the control condition in Figure 
3a. 
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Interaction Effect for (Class) Subgroups’ Ability: To determine whether the L2 learners’ AWL 
performance was related to chance, the average mean scores for the individual class (subgroups L1 
and L2) AWL for the various essays (E1, E2, & E3) were plotted (Refer to Figures 4 and 5). 

 

 
Instructors = A, B, C, D Treatment = + Control = - 
L1 students = 1 L2 students = 2 L1 + L2 students = 12 

 
Fig. 4: Academic Word Use for L1 Subjects 

 
Figure 5 showed that the L1 subjects involved in both the treatment and control groups had 

used more AWL words for the first essay but reduced the words for the second essay except for 
Group B1- which seemed to have increased the AWL for E2. 

 

 
Instructors = A, B, C, D Treatment = + Control = - 
L1 students = 1 L2 students = 2 L1 + L2 students = 12 

 
Fig. 5: Academic Word Use for L2 Subjects 

 
Figure 4 indicated an increase in AWL for E2 for the treatment (explicit) groups (D12+, B2+) 

suggesting that rule based instruction did have an immediate effect on L2 learners word use. In this 
situation, the performance of the L2 learners in the treatment groups was consistent and predict-
able. However, the L2 learners appear to have returned to their original level by the third essay. 
Also, the L2 learners in groups D12+ and B2+ had used the largest number of academic words for 
the second essay. 
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4.3  Comparisons between L1 and L2 compositions 
 
To compare lexical richness of L2 and L1 learners, 20 L1 essays and 20 L2 essays were ran-

domly selected and compared with their LFP outputs. For the purpose of analysis, only the second 
paragraphs of five essays are explained below. The words in bold were deleted during the LFP 
analysis. The table in Figure 6 provides the number of word tokens, types and families used by L1 
and L2 subjects in the study. The function and content words serve as indicators of whether the 
essays happen to be lexically dense or otherwise. The excerpt in Figure 7 contains 129 words (to-
kens) which consist of 62 word families and 68 word types. 

 

 
 

Fig. 6: Excerpt from an L2 learner’s essay and the lexical frequency profile 
 
In terms of profile, 88.8% of the words used were from the first 1000 words of the English 

language, 1.72% were from the 2000 word list and 6 % were academic words. 
 

Fast Food Nation," the title of Eric 
Schlosser's essay starts with how the 
fast-food industry can be characterized as 
manufacturing industry by citing the po-
litical report in order to establish credibil-
ity of his point; "... a report by George W. 
Bush's Council of Economic Advisers 
(CEA) suggested that fast food workers 
might in the future be classified as manu-
facturing workers." (732) By introducing 
this derided proposal which has not be-
come valid, the author wants to say that the 
report is likely in a way. The reason is that 
it seems to be a quite effective comparison 
between fast food industry and manufac-
turing because "Fast Food" can be called 
"Factory Food" in that fast food workers 
produce fast food by simple, boring, con-
stantly same procedures as in the assembly 
line. 

   Families Types Tokens 
Per-
cent 

1st. 1000 53 55 103 
88.79

% 

  Function: ... ... -51 
-43.97

% 

  Content: ... ... -53 
-44.83

% 

Greco-Lat   (20) 
-17.24

% 
1st.2000 2 2 2 1.72% 
AWL  7 7 7 6.03% 
NIL ? 4 4 3.45% 
  62+? 68 116 100% 

 
Academic words: 
citing     establish    valid  
author   constantly           
procedures  assembly 
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Fig. 7: Excerpt from an L1 learner’s essay and the lexical frequency profile 
In contrast, Figure 7 which comprises an L1 student’s writing contains only 89 words but 

14.61% of the words used happen to be academic words. The instructor also identified the writing 
and excerpt in Figure 7 to be better in terms of lexical density and word choice. 

Topic and Word Use: Given that the topic happens to be a variable that may affect word use, 
essays on the same topic but with different grades were compared to investigate lexical richness. 
Figures 8-10 provide excerpts from three essays. The excerpt in Figure 8 was written by an L1 
subject while the excerpts in Figures 9 and 10 were written by L2 subjects. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 8: Writing sample of an L1 subject 
 
The excerpt in Figure 8 contains 117 words out of which 56 words (47.86%) are function 

words and 61 words (52.13 %) are content words. Though not high in terms of lexical richness, the 
whole essay was awarded 98 out of 100 points, making it clearly one of the better essays in the 
subject pool. The writer nevertheless had used a larger number of academic words (8.55%) com-
pared to the words at the 2000 word level (6.84%). The subject had also used a number of techni-
cal words (2.56%). The excerpt in Figure 9 contains 107 words with a larger percentage of aca-

In order to present a legitimate argu-
ment which carries validity, Reiman 
establishes his credibility throughout 
the course of the text. Reiman accom-
plishes this task by presenting multiple 
statistics from several different credi-
ble sources which, when analyzed and 
considered together, come to create a 
very credible argument as well as con-
tribute towards establishing his credi-
bility. It may be seen through analyz-
ing the statistics presented in the text 
that “…studies suggest that some 
forms of serious crimes–forms usually 
associated with lower-class 
youth–show up more frequently 
among higher-class persons than 
among lower” (Reiman 771). 

  Families Types Tokens Percent 
  First 
500: ... ... -55 -61.80% 

1st.1000 46 50 64 71.91% 
  Function: ... ... -34 -38.20% 
  Content: ... ... -29 -32.58% 
1st.2000 3 3 4 4.49% 
AWL 9 11 13 14.61% 
NIL ? 6 8 8.99% 
  58+? 70 89 100% 
 
Academic words  
validity           establishes           establishing 
text (2)            task                statistics (2) 
sources            analyzed            analyzing 
create             contribute   

a. First, allow free, yet fair, trade between the 
U.S. and Mexico to benefit the citizens and not 
the corporations. Thus far the effects on NAFTA 
have been terrible for Mexican farmers. As the 
Economist put it, “tariff reductions have occa-
sioned the gloomiest predictions about the de-
cline and fall of the entire agriculture sector, the 
end of the Mexican countryside, even the demise 
of the tortilla, the staff of Mexican life”. We can 
help fix this problem by reforming how agricul-
tural subsidies are implemented and by ending 
the process known as dumping. That way, Mexi-
can farmers will not be out competed by gov-
ernment-subsidized American ones and therefore 
will not come to America in search of work. 

  Tokens Percent 

K1 Words (1 to 1000): 83  70.94% 

  Function:  (56) (47.86%) 

  Content:  (27) (21.37%) 

K2 Words (1001 to 2000): 8 6.84% 

AWL Words (academic): 10 8.55% 

MED Words (technical): 3 2.56% 

Not In List: 13 11.11% 

  117 100% 
 98 points 
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demic words (13.08%). The subject had used fewer words from the 2000 word level (10.28%) and 
technical words (1.87%). The instructor had awarded 95 out of a total of 100 points to this par-
ticular essay. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 9: Writing sample of a proficient L2 subject 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 10: Writing sample of a less proficient L2 subject 
 
In Figure 10, the writer used more words from the 2000 word level (10.19%) and a higher per-

centage of function words (45%) and the overall score for the essay was only 85 points. Table 4 
outlines the word use at the 2000 and AWL level in terms of percentage for the three excerpts. 

 
Excerpts 1st 1000 

words 
% 

1st 2000 
words 

% 

AWL 
(%) 

Technical+ 
MED 
(%) 

NIL 
(%) 

(scores) 

A (L1) 70.94 6.84 8.55 11.11 11.11 98 
B (L2) 73.83 10.28 13.08 1.87 0.93 95 
C (L2)  69.44 10.19 4.63 1.85 13.89 85 
       

 
Table 4: Word Use at 2000 and AWL Levels 

 

b. One of the solutions that have been proposed 
by the government to minimize problems is the 
guest worker program. Basically, the guest 
worker program allows foreign workers to work 
in America legally and after certain years of 
working, the workers have to go back to their 
countries to renew their visas. The program, 
even though it is created to solve illegal immi-
gration issues, has been questioned frequently 
about its effects on American society such as its 
impact on the economy, and national security. 
Especially, business experts predict many situa-
tions that may be caused by the program, and 
often these opinions are separated in two cate-
gories: negative and positive. 

 Tokens Percent 

K1 Words (1 to 1000): 79  73.83% 

  Function:  (47) (43.93%) 

  Content:  (32) (29.91%) 

K2 Words (1001 to 2000): 11 10.28% 

AWL Words (academic): 14 13.08% 

MED Words (technical): 2 1.87% 

Off-List Words: 1 0.93% 

  107 100% 
95 points 

c. Numerous prisoners currently on Korea's death 
row have completed the appeals process and face 
execution on a daily basis. For the government to 
order their execution simply requires the paper 
work to be completed and signed (Park, con-
demned to death). The majority of prisoners sen-
tenced to death in Korea are condemned to a 
lifetime under conditions that amount to cruel 
inhuman and degrading treatment and are con-
trary to the international treaties to which Korea 
has agreed. Many prisoners suffer from mental 
disabilities due to the conditions under which 
they are detained. The Korean government must 
review the country's use of the death penalty as a 
matter of urgency. 

 Tokens Percent 
K1 Words (1 to 1000): 42 69.44% 

  Function:  ... (45.37%) 

  Content:  ... (24.07%) 

K2 Words (1001 to 2000): 8 10.19% 

AWL Words (academic): 5 4.63% 

MED Words (technical): 2 1.85% 

Off-List Words: 11 13.89% 

  108 100% 
85 points 
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The L1 subject (A) had used fewer words from the 2000 word level (6.84%) but more from the 
AWL (8.55%). The L2 subjects (B & C) used more from the 2000 word level but Subject B (L2) 
seemed to have used a higher percentage of academic words (13.08 %) while Subject C (L2) used 
fewer from the AWL (4.63%). The academic words could therefore have influenced the instructor 
during the grading process. To determine whether instructors were influenced, the instructors’ 
perspectives on the three questions were solicited. 
 
4.4  Instructors’ response to questions 

 
When asked about the lack of a significant relationship between academic word use and L2 

writings scores, the instructors was surprised that the findings to be different for L2 writers but 
agreed that word use might not be a significant factor given that there were other variables that 
needed greater attention in the L2 writing classroom. Instructor D had the following comments to 
make: 

 
I agree that there are some L2 students who need help with their vocabulary in my class. …but then, 
this is the L1 environment. I guess they have to communicate and read more like native speakers, and 
they’ll get there. I do not want to make the class sound remedial because word learning is not in the 
syllabus. … yah, some students at the back are passive. 
 
They do not like to talk… maybe it’s their culture … I leave it to them… but they are alright when it 
comes to writing. They get there by the end of the semester. I mark for consistency and hard work. 

 
Most of the instructors agreed that they did not focus on word use when grading L2 essays, 

since L2 learners worked from a narrow range of words and were unaware of the various meanings 
of certain words. They agreed that they would award marks for hard work and when grading L2 
writings but would be more attentive to word use with L1 writers. 

As for instructional approaches, the instructors generally agreed the direct attention to vocabu-
lary was necessary for L2 learners to understand specific word levels because some of the students 
“might have had problems, especially when words were used in a different context,” but instructor 
C felt that it was necessary for L2 writers to realize that words take on different meanings when 
used in relation to another word. Instructor A, when asked if a particular approach was more effec-
tive for getting L2 learners to notice and use words well, replied that while L1 speakers were gen-
erally capable of making such associations, it was not possible to likewise generalize for all L2 
learners. The instructor had the following to say in terms of using grammatical terms to explain 
meanings. 

 
It is easier to explain a word when you use a specific form. It is accurate and it is more convincing. 
Then, it is not possible to explain all words with a grammatical form. Some words require further 
elaboration and sometimes, I am not sure if I know how. It is helpful when students come up with 
their own interpretation, and you can help them along. (Instructor A) 

 
Unfortunately, some instructors felt that explicit instruction of language forms, while seem-

ingly making the instructor’s job simple, took away the satisfaction of creative construction and 
thought provoking elaborations which have become an intrinsic aspect of good language teaching 
techniques. Most instructors felt that they did address vocabulary from time to time as they worked 
on individual learners’ vocabulary, edited their drafts and made corrections in terms of inappropri-
ate word use through written feedbacks. One instructor did not seem to think that L2 subjects had 
many problems with word use. As instructor D said, “… the L2 students do not have many prob-
lems with their word use in their writings. The words may not be highly specific, but they seem to 
be able to relate their thoughts well through their writings.” Most instructors were of the opinion 
that their L2 learners will learn to write well over time. 
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5  Conclusions  

 
The study provided contradictory results regarding the relationship between lexical richness, 

grades and instructors’ beliefs. While on the one hand there is no relationship between academic 
word use and instructors’ holistic scores of L2 essays, the comparison of L1 and L2 writers’ writ-
ings revealed that the instructors awarded a higher score to L2 writings that contained more aca-
demic words. Also, teachers seem to be convinced of the value of specific vocabulary. However, 
when taken into consideration that vocabulary happens to be just one of the many features valued 
during grading and given that the essays were take home tests, the assessment was biased towards 
grammar and structure. This could also explain the drop in academic word use for the final essays. 
The learners were aware that they would be marked for grammar and cohesive devices for the final 
paper. Also, given that the final paper was a reflective essay, there would have been a change in 
the vocabulary level. This is in line with Read’s (2000) view that “the validity of any writing 
measure is in the nature of the task that the learners are given” (p. 198) and the task may have af-
fected word use. Though the LFP measure was not able to discriminate between academic words 
and holistic scores, it has been known to be an efficient predictor of academic success. This was 
made evident when the essays were compared. The better essays certainly recorded a higher level 
of academic words. It is therefore possible to state at this juncture that there is undoubtedly a rela-
tionship between academic words and quality of writings and systematic instruction can help L2 
learners write well in the academic classroom provided that instructors are ready to integrate them 
into the classrooms. 
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Notes 
1 The LFP shows the proportion of word families in a written text based on the following word frequency 
level: first 1000 most frequent words, second 1000 most frequent words, 570 most frequent academic words. 
2 Lexical individuality measures the percentage of words in a composition that are unique to that specific 
composition in the entire text sample. 
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